Abstract. The context sensitivity is an important property in program analysis which can improve the analysis accuracy of the function call context of the source codes and helps to improve the abilities of the compiler optimization and verification procedures. The automata model based on the function call of the program source code is an effective method of modeling the behaviors of the current software, but this method does not consider the context sensitivity of the software function calls. To solve this problem, on the base of high-performance open source compiler Open64, we achieve a source code level context sensitivity exploration algorithm to analyze the relationships between the points of the function calls. Using the iterator, by the circulating way, the algorithm traverses the calling relationships between functions and obtains the context sensitive information analysis results. With this method, it can guide the source code modeling of using the single context sensitivity or the mixed context sensitivity models. In the benchmark sets SPEC2006 and NPB3.3.1, we verify the correctness of the algorithm, and the results show that the proposed algorithm can detect the context sensitivity of the source code level, and the hybrid context sensitivity modeling approach which we used, comparing with other modeling methods, has had a higher accuracy.
Introduction
Software behavior modeling main purpose is to get the statusinformation of the softwares, so as to analyze the behavior of the software. In order to efficiently obtain the state information of software, we need to design a reasonable modeling method.The researchers have proposed many methods of modeling software behavior: the short sequence model based on system calls, the automaton model, the data flow model and so on. Among them, the automata model gets the function calls' relationships within the range of all functions, typically models include the non-deterministic finite state automata (NFA), pushdown automata (PDA) and Dyck model [1] and so on. These modeling methods are related to the context sensitive models.
However, using a automata to model the behavior does not take into account software's context sensitivity. If the called program context sensitivity does not exist, utilizing context sensitive automaton model will bring redundant computation overhead. If the program exists the called context sensitivities in many places, using context insensitive analysis method, existing the impossible path problems,it will lead to the software attacked at runtime. In order to ensure the model calculation precision and improve the scalability, it is necessary in front of the source code modeling to analyze in the program function context sensitivity.
Based on software behavior modeling for application requirements, we put forward a software source code context sensitive detection algorithm before softwaer behavior modeling. The algorithm is mainly aimed at the statistical information of the function invocation context sensitivity. According to the acquired context sensitive information to guide behavior modeling software:(1)The source code which is function context insensitive can build FSA model;(2)Context sensitive call points in the source code can build software model using PDA, Dyck model;(3)Functions in the source code contain both the context sensitive and insensitive call points program, can take the combination of FSA with PDA modeling software in the form of behavior.
Related research
In recent years, Scholars put forward a series of behavior models associated with program context analysis. Context insensitive software behavior models include finite state automaton [1] , abstract stack model [2] and the call graph model [3] ,and so on.Finite state automata (FSA) to establish behavior models by statically analyzing software source codes, does not extract system call context information. Abstract stack based on the static control flow analysis of program source code, builds call graph model first, and then obtains the abstract stack model through the call graph model,is essentially a context insensitive non-deterministic FSA. And call graph model with the function calls actually is an NFA, also does not have the context sensitivity.
Context sensitive software behavior models mainly include traversing the call stack,the call context tree, Dyck model and the HFA model, etc.Call stack [4] as the most convenient way to get the context information, which uses a virtual stack structure as the research object.Spivey [5] proposed dynamically creating a call context tree, by monitoring the procedure's position in the calling context tree to make credible evaluation. A probabilistic model of the calling context proposed by Bond et al [6] had a higher efficiency than calling context tree.Dyck model [7] can delete redundant invalid calls and sub-paths without system calls by using the method of dynamic compression, is concerned the application context sensitivity of binary code; HFA [8] is essentially a DPDA model, not only can obtain better precision, but also is a context sensitive model.
These studies in front of the software model didn't consider the context sensitivity analysis as an important role on the accuracy and efficiency of the improvement process. Context sensitive detection algorithm by analyzing the relationships between the call points context sensitivity, will be more beneficial to choose the right model for behavioral model.
Interprocedural analysis
The realization of the source code level context sensitivity exploration algorithm mainly depends on Open64 compiler [9] generated function call graph.This paper mainly elaborate from Open64 compiler analysis framework,extended function call graph and call graph generation and traverse. Function call graph generated during the interprocedural analysis,the framework is shown in figure  1 . Fig.1 Open64 Inter-procedure analysis frame
Interprocedural call graph generating formalization description
Function call graph generation mainly depends on the source code, in this paper, the formalization description of function call graph generation process: Setting the input source sourcecode S , the call graph generation rely on interprocedural analysis [10] (expressed as  ),mainly include: interprocedural local analysis, interprocedural analysis, interprocedural optimization. The latter analysis among the three analysis processes depend on the result of the former analysis,we set up the three analysis processes for the S IPL ,S IPA ,S IPO .Through the above analysis processes,we obtain the source code for the function call graph, set to callgraph S ，having the following formula： ( )
(1) Among them, the process of local analysis (S IPL ) main function is to collect all the summary information, we put these aggregate information generically indicated as i,then S IPL can be expressed as:
(2) In the above formula, n represents the total number of required summary information. Interprocedural analysis (S IPA ) is establishing the call graph using the summary of information obtained.during the S IPL . including interprocedural constant propagation, inline replacement and alias analysis and other analysis methods. There are no absolute relationships between these methods. The relationships between the analysis methods are represented as |. Set these analysis methods respectively, M, G, P... , S IPA can be expressed as:
Interprocedural optimization (S IPO ) mainly based on the results of S IPA , obtains intermediate representation of the source code, converts into a function call graph. We set up the transformation process is Change , the S IPO can be expressed as:
Through the above formalization, formula (1) can be described as:
extended function call graph analysis
Program call graph [11] is used to indicate program interprocedural call relationships. Every call point usually needs to be represented by one single node in the figure. In this case, the call graph is actually a multi-figure.The accuracy of the call graph is a direct impact on the accuracy of the function call context sensitivity analysis. Extended call graph is an improvement on the traditional call graph. Each node in the figure represents a function. Extended call graph compared with the traditional call graph extends some additional information. For the same function is called with multiple points, extended call graph will put this function for multiple nodes.In a traditional call graph, different call points point to the same node. In figure 2 as an example of traditional call graph comparison with the extended call graph, Open64 generates extended call graph during the interprocedural analysis by adding redundant nodes. 
Call graph traversal
By checking the program each function body, Open64 add a side from the function call to the called function for each function call site. In such way to traverse the entire program source code, we get the call and the called relationships between all of the functions, generating the function call graph G = (N, E) of node and edge information, where N represents the function in the program, E represents the function call relationship [12] . Table 1 describes the different traversal methods of relevant information.Because of the function call graph traversal has no effect on the validity of the context-sensitive detection algorithm, we choose the preorder traversal as the access of each node of function call graph.
Context sensitivity exploration algorithm
Source level context sensitivity detection algorithm is proposed in this paper, mainly traverses the acquired function call graph, to sort out the relationships between each call and called function nodes and gets the context sensitive information CONTEXT_SENSITIVE_INFO and the call information CALL_INFO. With statistical information, it is convenient to accurate software behavior model.structure description as shown in figure Figure 4 is the context sensitive detection algorithm pseudo code, this algorithm analyses sensitivity of the extended function call graph obtained by preorder traversal. L1-L5 is the initialization section. First, we initialize the node iterator, generate context_sensitivity_info to store sensitive information and callee_info to store relationship of the function call points. We set the maximum call point number MAX_CALLSITE to ensure maximum application space, prevent statistical information overflow. Algorithm process is described as follows:
(1) L6 is a loop structure, node iterator cg_iter traversal each node of the interprocedural call graph.
(2) L8, L9 is aimed at the current traverse node, using the function Get_Sorted_Callsite_List to obtain a list of the current nodes including the first level call points. The list saves the next level of information of the current node.
(3) L10 will traverse the current node and the next node level call edges and save to IPA_EDGE_INDEX structure. This call edge structure stores the directed call edges, distincts node call relations, at the same time, initializes directed edge iterator ipa_edge_iter.
(4) L12 through edge iterator ipa_edge_iter traverses the context information of the node and the call point, outputs the relationships of nodes which are called and the next level of nodes. Through the iterative operation, the algorithm completes the context sensitive analysis of all nodes.
(5) L13 to 15 on the iterator ipa_edge_iter iterative operation, update the context sensitive information CONTEXT_SENSITIVE_INFO and the CALL_INFO.
(6) L18, L19,after node iterator cg_iter and edge iterator ipa_edge_iter traversals are completed, the algorithm calculates the insensitive call point number information, insensitive probability, average context insensitive call points number and other information. 
Experiment and Analysis
The algorithm framework is based on Open64 5.0,adding the call relationship analysis for the entended function call graph.Experimental platform for the IBM 3850 server, frequency 2.0 GHz processor, 2 gb memory, L1 data cache to 32 KB, L2 cache is 256 KB, basic page for 8 KB. The operating system kernel for Linux 2.6.18, version for Redhat Enterprise AS 5.0.
correction validation
First, the experiment tests the ordinary procedures where the main program contains function call relations, mainly verify condition, loop, recursive three control structures in the program. Results are as follows:
(1) For the general order of execution of the program, the algorithm has a better ability to determine the function call context sensitive information.
(2) In the case of branch or loop statement contained in the main function or sub-function, as shown in Figure 5 . Function call point sensitivity relationship outputs the call depth 3 of the for loop. Branch statements and sequence statements get the same context sensitive information. Fig.5 Insensitive function calls in the branch and loop structure (3) Recursive function is a function call site calls itself in the implementation process. Whether it's called directly or using recursive functions in a conditional structure, the sensitivity of the depth is 2.
All of above,the algorithm can correctly acquire function call point context sensitive information.
Effecti
Effecti samples. T Fig.6 conte From Fi of behavio HFA mode be able to m From Fi depth is le depth of fu node is cal depth. (1) The algorithm utility platform for further expansion, in addition Open64 other compilers can also be integrated the sensitivity detection.
Compa
(2) We will further expand the application scope of the proposed algorithm, to use it to detect the context sensitivity of executable code, assembly code, etc.
(3) We can expand the function call relationship of the context sensitive information to more diverse software behavior modeling, to improve the accuracy and efficiency of software analysis.
